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- clock
- voltage
- e-magnetic
- laser

Source: http://www.limited-entropy.com/fault-injection-techniques/

1 The Sorcerers Apprentice Guide to Fault Attacks. – Bar-El et al., 2004
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Type of faults

Faults that affect hardware

- Registers
- Buses

Faults that affect hardware that does software

- Instruction corruption
  
  mov r0, r1  11100000110100000000000000000001
  mov r0, r3  1110000011010000000000000000001

- Instruction skipping
  
  mov r0, r1  11100000110100000000000000000001
  mov r0, r0  11100000110100000000000000000000

Is this useful?

2 Fault Model Analysis of Laser-Induced Faults in SRAM Memory Cells – Roscian et. al., 2015
3 High Precision Fault Injections on the Instruction Cache of ARMv7-M Architectures – Riviere et al., 2015
4 Formal verification of a software countermeasure against instruction skip attacks – Moro et. al., 2014
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**Normal World**

- To Hypervisor / Linux Kernel
- BL33
  - Non-Trust Firmware: Load the Non-Secure OS.
  - (e.g.: U-Boot, EDK2)
- BL31
  - EL3 Runtime Firmware
- SMCCC
- World switch

**Secure World**
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  - AP Boot ROM
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Why use a hardware attack?

"Logical issues exist in secure boot implementations!!?"

Bootloader vulnerabilities

- S5L8920 (iPhone)\(^6\)
- Amlogic S905\(^7\)

However

- A small code base results in a small logical attack surface
- Implementations without vulnerabilities likely exist

Other attack(s) must be used when not logically flawed!

---

\(^6\) [https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/0x24000_Segment_Overflow](https://www.theiphonewiki.com/wiki/0x24000_Segment_Overflow)

\(^7\) [http://www.fredericb.info/2016/10/amlogic-s905-soc-bypassing-not-so.html](http://www.fredericb.info/2016/10/amlogic-s905-soc-bypassing-not-so.html)
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Especially relevant when assets are not available after boot!
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Open source tooling

ChipWhisperer

By NewAE Technology Inc.  

9 10

https://wiki.newae.com/CW1173_ChipWhisperer-Lite
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeCQatNcF20
Fault injection setup
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- Applicable to all secure boot implementations
- Bypass of authentication

if ( memcmp( p, hash, hashlen ) != 0 )
    return( MBEDTLS_ERR_RSA_VERIFY_FAILED );

p += hashlen;

if( p != end )
    return( MBEDTLS_ERR_RSA_VERIFY_FAILED );

return( 0 );
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Mitigations

Hardware countermeasures

- Detect the glitch or fault

Software countermeasures

- Lower the probability of a successful fault
- Do not address the root cause

You can lower the probability but not rule it out!

---
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14 The Fault Attack Jungle - A Classification Model to Guide You – Verbauwhede et al., 2011
15 Secure Application Programming in the Presence of Side Channel Attacks – Witteman
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Combined attack: Copy

- Introducing logical vulnerabilities using fault injection
  - Build your own buffer overflow!
- Easy approach: change `memcpy` the size argument

**Before corruption**

```c
memcpy(dst, src, 0x1000);
```

**After corruption**

```c
memcpy(dst, src, 0xCee5);
```

**Remark**

- Works when dedicated hardware is used (e.g. DMA\(^{17}\) engines)

---
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- Start glitching while/after loading the image but before decryption
- Lots of 'magic' pointers around, which point close to the code
- Get them from: stack, register, memory
- The more magic pointers, the higher the probability
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Conclusion

Today’s standard technology not resistant to fault attacks

Minimize attack surface

- Authenticate all code and data
- Minimize code size of boot stages
- Drop privileges at an early stage

Lower the probability

- Implement fault injection countermeasures
- Implement software exploitation mitigations

Robustness can only be determined using testing!
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